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Abstract. Virtual drug screening is one of the most common applications of
high-throughput computing. As virtual screening is time consuming, a problem
of obtaining a diverse set of hits in a short time is very important. We propose a
mathematical model based on game theory. Task scheduling for virtual drug
screening in high-performance computational systems is considered as a congestion game between computing nodes to ﬁnd the equilibrium solutions for best
balancing between the number of interim hits and their chemical diversity. We
present the developed scheduling algorithm implementation for Desktop Grid
and Enterprise Desktop Grid, and perform comprehensive computational
experiments to evaluate its performance. We compare the algorithm with two
known heuristics used in practice and observe that game-based scheduling outperforms them by the hits discovery rate and chemical diversity at earlier steps.
Keywords: Drug discovery  Virtual drug screening  High-performance
computing  High-throughput computing  Desktop grid  BOINC 
Scheduling  Game theory  Congestion game

1 Introduction
Drug development is a time-consuming process. It takes up to 10–15 years to develop a
new market-available drug [1]. One of the ﬁrst stages of this process is an identiﬁcation
of a set of chemical compounds called hits with predicted desired biochemical activity.
Hits are identiﬁed among a set of ligands, low-molecular compounds able to form a
biochemical complex with a protein molecule responsible for disease progression,
called a target.
With computer development of highly accurate speciﬁc disease models to validate
targets and bind ligands to targets, virtual screening [2] (VS) has emerged to aid this
stage of research. In the course of VS, one performs computer modeling of the
interaction of the candidate ligands with the target and scores the resulting molecular
complexes. The ligands with high scores become hits.
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The chemical space of all small organic molecules, each of which might become a
drug for the studied disease, is estimated to have the order of 1060 [3]. The libraries that
are used in VS setups typically have size from hundreds of thousands to tens of
millions of molecules [4–7]. The largest database GDB-17 contains more than 166
billion molecules [8]. Performing VS over such large databases essentially requires
high-performance computational facilities. The exhaustive structure-based VS could
take over ﬁve months at one of the world’s fastest supercomputers Tianhe-2 [9].
With proper VS organization, the interim results can signiﬁcantly contribute to the
research progress boost. Considering the long time interval to screen the whole ligand
library, it is important to obtain a diverse set of hits as soon as possible, so that they
could proceed to the next stage of research in laboratory without ﬁnding the rest.
In this contribution, we propose a method for reducing the explored ligands space
on the fly when performing structure-based VS to obtain diverse and useful results in a
short time. The method is based on mathematical model of task scheduling. We
develop an algorithm which promises the best balancing between the number of interim
hits and their diversity. The algorithm does not depend on the docking algorithm
implementation, the quality of protein and ligands models used for VS.
The model considers the heterogeneous environment with uncertainty of processing
time and workload, and limited knowledge about the input dataset structure. The
algorithm can be used to develop software based on a high-performance computing
cluster, a Grid system or a Cloud. In this paper, we concentrate on the algorithm
implementation for Desktop Grid and Enterprise Desktop Grid.

2 Related Work
In comparison with supercomputers and computational clusters, task scheduling in
Desktop Grids is more complicated because of such factors as huge hardware and
software heterogeneity, lack of trust, uncertainty, etc. A wide range of algorithms has
been proposed in the literature to address these challenges. The most popular optimization parameters for task scheduling in Desktop Grids are the throughput [10, 11],
the makespan [12, 13], the probability to obtain a correct result [10, 14], etc.
The task replication in Desktop Grids as a method to achieve optimization aims is a
wide area of study [11, 14]. It often comes along with the notion of reliability or
credibility of the computing nodes [10, 11, 14]. The availability patterns predictions of
the computing nodes are also used to improve task scheduling in Desktop Grids [12].
Game-theoretic methods ﬁnd their application for task scheduling in Desktop Grids
[15, 16]. The thesis [17] presents methods for the fair distribution of resources between
heterogeneous computing nodes in order to optimize throughput and average task
completion times, basing on optimization methods and game theory.
The problem of drug discovery imposes additional challenges to the task scheduling
in Desktop Grids. According to drug development principles, two primary characteristics of the compounds resulting set have to be tested in the laboratory: efﬁciency of
their interaction with the target protein, and the chemical diversity [18, 19]. In general,
these two objectives are in conflict: an improvement of one leads to simultaneous
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deterioration of another. Hence, we have to ﬁnd solutions that balance them depending
on drug developers preferences.
The most conventional method to reduce input dataset for VS down to manageable
size is pre-ﬁltering of the chemical space, leaving only representative and chemically
diverse compounds that promise to show desired biological activities. In many cases,
the resulting library is still large, VS results are redundant and require post-processing.
Compound classes that are potentially good for a speciﬁc target, but do not comply
with general considerations, can be ﬁltered out [19]. Hence, it is important to develop
new efﬁcient VS methods for large datasets.
A recent example of genetic algorithms application [20] has been published in
2015. The authors explore the chemical space by creating generations of molecules,
ﬁltering them by desirable properties, and selecting maximally diverse sets of results.
The algorithm demonstrates high efﬁciency in selecting diverse subsets of molecules
with desired properties from large databases. Apart from genetic algorithms, compound
libraries can be prepared using dissimilarity analysis [21], clustering analysis [22],
partitioning methods [23] etc.
The mathematical model described in this paper has been elaborated in [24].

3 Congestion Game Model
Due to variations in chemical characteristics, molecules have different chances to show
high predicted binding afﬁnity. One can expect that these chances are higher for
molecules close in topology to a known ligand [25, 26]. In contrast, molecules with
very large number of atoms are less likely to become hits [27]. Thus, non-overlapping
subsets of molecules in the library could be ranked by their prospectivity for VS.
The estimated prospectivity can be updated in the course of VS according to
interim results. At the same time, results originating from the same subset might be
redundant. The idea behind this work is to explore most prospective subsets ﬁrst while
keeping the desired level of diversity by restricting intensity of subsets exploration.
Let us consider a computer system with m computational nodes or players
C ¼ C1 ; . . .Cm , and a set of computational tasks T (data) for VS processing. Each node
Ci is characterized by its computational performance opsi , which is an average number
of operations performed in a time unit.
The data set T is divided into n non-overlapping blocks T ¼ T1 [ . . . [ Tn of sizes
N1total ; . . .; Nntotal such that the estimated portion of VS hits in block Tj will be pj . We
deﬁne priority of the block Tj as
rj ¼

pj
; 0  rj  1:
p1 þ . . . þ p n

ð1Þ

The blocks with higher priority have to be chosen ﬁrst for processing. We assume
that all tasks in block Tj have average computational complexity hj , i.e., a number of
operations to process one task. Each node selects exactly one block.
The nodes make their decisions at time steps 0; s; 2s; . . .. After a node has processed its portion of tasks, it sends the results to the server and is ready for the next
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portion. Let the utility of node Ci at time step s express the amount of useful work
performed during this step. This amount depends on the number of executed tasks from
the chosen block, its computational complexity, priority, and the number of other nodes
who have also chosen this block.
The fewer nodes explore block Tj simultaneously, the more valuable their work is.
This condition ensures diversiﬁcation of the interim set of hits. Let nj be the number of

the players who have chosen block Tj at the considered step, and d nj be the congestion coefﬁcient for the block:

mþ1
d nj ¼
m

nj

ð2Þ

:

The utility of node Ci that chooses block Tj is
Uij ¼ rj þ d nj

 opsi
hj

s:

ð3Þ

Therefore, at each considered time step, we have a singleton congestion game
G ¼ ðC; T; U Þ, where C is the set of players (computational nodes), T is the set of data
blocks of which each node selects exactly one, and U is the set of utility functions.
A strategy proﬁle is a schedule s ¼ ðs1 ; . . .sm Þ, where the component si ¼ j equals to
the block Tj chosen by player Ci .
Such games have been thoroughly studied in literature. The existence of at least one
Nash equilibrium in pure strategies has been proven for the case of identical players
[28] and identical task blocks [29]. The equilibrium situation means that no node can
increase amount of its useful work by unilaterally deviating from the schedule.
Moreover, better- and best-response dynamics are guaranteed to converge to equilibrium in polynomial time [29, 30].
Heterogeneity complicates the model: utility of each player depends both on its
own performance, and on the task complexity of the chosen block. But due to the form
of utility functions, the game G has at least one Nash equilibrium in pure strategies
[31]. The Nash equilibrium situation means the best amount of useful work given the
current estimates of probabilities and the available set of nodes and molecules. Further
in this paper we show that the Nash equilibrium, for the most part, corresponds to the
best proportion between the chemical diversity and hits number.

4 Algorithm Implementation
4.1

Desktop Grids

Desktop Grid is a form of distributed high-throughput computing system, which uses
idle time of non-dedicated geographically distributed computing nodes connected over
low-speed network. The computing nodes are personal desktop computers of volunteers connected over Internet (volunteer computing) or organization desktop computers
connected over local area computer network (Enterprise Desktop Grid).
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On the high-level, Desktop Grid has the following architecture. The main server
holds a large number of tasks that are mutually independent pieces of a computationally
heavy problem. Computing nodes are connected to the server. When they are idle, they
request a work from the server, receive one or more tasks, and process them independently from each other. When the node ﬁnishes the processing, it reports results
back to the server. The results are then stored in the database for further usage.
The server does not distribute all available tasks because of internal uncertainties
present in Desktop Grid systems. These uncertainties are related to unknown availability periods of the nodes, their speed, node failures, possible computational errors,
variation of tasks complexities, etc. With heterogeneous nodes and heterogeneous
tasks, the scheduling system has variety of options how to assign different tasks to
different nodes or the groups of nodes.

4.2

BOINC Platform

There are a number of middleware systems for Desktop Grid computing. However, the
open source BOINC platform [32] is nowadays considered as de facto standard. Since
1990s, BOINC has been a framework for many independent volunteer computing
projects. Today, it is the most actively developed Desktop Grid middleware, which
supports the widest range of applications.
BOINC is based on server-client architecture, where the workflow proceeds as
described in the previous subsection. The client part is able to work at an arbitrary
number of computers with various hardware and software characteristics. The server
part consists of the Web server that provides functionality to employ volunteer computing power, the database server that monitors the state of tasks and results, stores
information about the clients and the whole computational process, and a set of daemon
programs that periodically check the database state and implement necessary actions to
operate the system and distribute the tasks.
In addition to the standard components of the BOINC server, each computational
project might need individually developed utilities. One of them is a task generator,
which creates computational tasks with speciﬁed parameters and attributes. The client
application is developed individually for the project. This application can be either
developed from scratch under the BOINC platform or be adapted using a wrapper
program, which allows to run non-native applications under BOINC.

4.3

Implementation

In this section, we describe the Desktop Grid application, which implements our
approach to VS in BOINC Desktop Grid middleware based on resources of the
Karelian Research Center, RAS. The proposed implementation is intended for the
BOINC server version 7.7.0 as well as for earlier versions.
In order to implement task scheduling algorithm proposed in this paper, one needs
to implement the task generating program, modify the scheduler and assimilator daemons at the server side, and implement the docking application for the client side.
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The BOINC server takes up every other part of the task workflow apart from the
modiﬁcations proposed in this subsection.
Below, we describe the necessary modiﬁcations.
Firstly, the task generator must be able to create computational tasks based on the
current knowledge about the input dataset structure, as deﬁned in Sect. 3. According to
the mathematical model, the knowledge about input dataset structure is being updated
after each step of computations. Therefore, the task generator must consider the
Desktop Grid properties as well, in order to supply the necessary amount of tasks for
each subsequent step.
The task generator pseudo code is provided in Fig. 1.

1: for Molecule in Database
2: Properties = get_properties (Molecule)
3: Block = get_block (Properties)
4: create_task (Molecule, Block)

Fig. 1. The task generator pseudo code.

Secondly, the scheduler must consider the current state of computational process
and assign new tasks to the clients who ask for work. The assignment is being performed according to the equilibrium game schedule as described in Sect. 3.
The scheduler pseudo code is provided in Fig. 2.

1: if update signal received
2: Dataset_structure = get_dataset_structure (Database)
#s is the initial schedule vector where each client
#chooses a separate non-empty block
3: for i = 1 to m
#m is the number of BOINC clients
4:
s[i] = i % n
#n is the number of non-empty blocks
#The optimal schedule vector is then calculated
#by finite improvements sequence starting from s
#according to the formulae (2)-(4)
5: Schedule = get_equilibrium (s, Dataset_structure)
#Each component of Schedule is the block number
#chosen by the corresponding BOINC client
6: if request signal received
7: Client = client_id
8: Block = Schedule[Client]
9: Timespan = requested_timespan
10: send_work (Client, Block, Timespan)

Fig. 2. The scheduler pseudo code.
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Thirdly, the assimilator must handle completed tasks. If the result is not erroneous,
it must be considered for updating the knowledge of the input dataset structure. The
assimilator pseudo code is provided in Fig. 3.

1: if Result received
2: if Result.error_mask != 0
3:
handle_error (Result)
4: else
5: if Result.value >= Hit_threshold
6:
update Hits table in Database
7: update Blocks table in Database
8: send update signal

Fig. 3. The assimilator pseudo code.

Finally, the client application must perform the molecular docking. According to
the BOINC system workflow for VS, the input ﬁles are the target structure, the ligand
structure and the docking conﬁguration ﬁle. The output value is the predicted binding
energy. A variety of docking programs can be used as the client application for VS.

5 Experimental Setup
5.1

Database Preparation

In order to perform computational experiments and evaluate the performance of the
developed approach, we divide a molecules database into blocks and simulate VS. The
efﬁciency of the approach can be shown by earlier acquisition and higher diversity of
hits at early VS stages comparing with known heuristics used in practice.
We use the database GDB-9 of about 320 thousand enumerated organic molecules
with variety of chemical properties. The chosen database is manageable for performing
computational experiments and can be unambiguously divided into several
non-overlapping blocks. Nevertheless, the set of molecules is rich enough to demonstrate the feasibility and practicability of proposed solutions.
For the experiments, we consider three pre-calculated chemical properties of each
molecule: the total number of atoms, the polar surface area PSA, and the partition
coefﬁcient logP. Basing on these properties, we divide the database into 16
non-overlapping task blocks.
As 10% of molecules in GDB-9 have logP  x ¼ 1:8823, the value x ¼ 1:8823 is
taken as a threshold to count a molecule as a hit.

5.2

The Chemical Diversity Measure

We employ the knowledge about input dataset structure to describe and investigate the
chemical diversity of interim results. In perfect case, the fraction of hits discovered in
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each pre-deﬁned block at each computational step should be equal for all the blocks.
We deﬁne the diversity of a result subset as expression (4) shows. Here, hi is the
number of hits in block Ti , pi is the estimation of hits fraction in the block, and Nitotal is
the initial block size.
D ¼ max

hi

1  i  n pi Nitotal

min

hi

1  i  n pi Nitotal

:

ð4Þ

In Subsection 5.4 we provide the dynamics of the chemical diversity obtained at
each computational step and show that the proposed scheduling algorithm outperforms
two scheduling heuristics at early steps.

5.3

Experimental Setup

We performed numerical experiments, simulating homogeneous and heterogeneous
Desktop Grid consisting of 64 computing nodes. As a ﬁrst test case, we consider the
case with identical computational nodes and tasks of identical complexities. At the
second test case, we consider a Desktop Grid with heterogeneous nodes and heterogeneous tasks. The parameters of the simulations are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation parameters.
Parameter
ops

Value
First test case
25

h

100

Description
Second test case
15 (nodes C1–C16)
20 (nodes C17–C32)
25 (nodes C33–C48)
30 (nodes C49–C64)
100 (blocks T1–T4)
125 (blocks T5–T8)
125 (blocks T9–T12)
150 (blocks T13–T16)

Performance of a computational
node (number of conditional
operations per time unit)
Complexity of a computational task
(number of conditional operations)

At each VS step, the optimal schedule is computed based on the current knowledge
about expected fractions of hits in blocks. After completion of the computations, the
expected fractions of hits are updated according to the number of hits discovered in
each block. Then a next step is performed, etc.
The performance of the proposed game scheduling, where each node selects a task
block deﬁned by the Nash equilibrium, is compared with two simple scheduling
strategies: Probabilistic scheduling and Uniform scheduling. The probabilistic
scheduling strategy represents the case when the selection of a task block does not
depend on the congestion level of the block, but only on the probability to ﬁnd a hit.
Simulation results for the probabilistic scheduling are averaged on 20 runs. On the
contrary, the uniform scheduling strategy ensures the least possible level of congestion,
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or the highest diversity, by distributing the nodes across task blocks uniformly, so, as
many diverse blocks are explored simultaneously as possible.

5.4

Experimental Analysis

In Figs. 4 and 5, we provide the rate of discovery hits during the ﬁrst and second test
cases, respectively. Each discrete point represents the fraction of the total amount of
hits discovered at the corresponding step. The quality measure of such curves is their
proximity to the upper left corner of the chart.

Fig. 4. Fraction of hits discovered at each
step of simulations (identical nodes, identical
tasks).

Fig. 5. Fraction of hits discovered at each step
of simulations (heterogeneous nodes, heterogeneous tasks).

To illustrate the performance in terms of obtained chemical diversity, in Figs. 6 and 7,
we provide the normalized chemical diversity obtained during the ﬁrst and the second test
cases, respectively. The chemical diversity is deﬁned by formula (4).

Fig. 6. Normalized diversity obtained at each
step of simulations (identical nodes, identical
tasks).

Fig. 7. Normalized diversity obtained at each
step of simulations (heterogeneous nodes,
heterogeneous tasks).

The presented results indicate that the game scheduling algorithm outperforms both
heuristics by the fraction of discovered hits at early steps. Performance of the probabilistic algorithm is approximately equal to performance of the game scheduling
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algorithm in terms of the speed of hits discovery. However, the performances in terms
of obtained chemical diversity at early steps differ signiﬁcantly.

6 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we present an implementation of congestion game-based scheduling
algorithm for high-throughput virtual drug screening using BOINC-based Desktop
Grid. It is based on the mathematical model of game theory, where task scheduling is
considered as a game with computing nodes as players, who choose speciﬁc data
blocks for processing. We show that the equilibrium solution corresponds to the best
balance between the number of interim hits and their chemical diversity. We discuss
key points of implementations: the task generating program, scheduler and assimilator
daemon at the server side, and present pseudo codes.
We perform computational experiments on the Enterprise Desktop Grid based on
resources of the Karelian Research Center, RAS. We compare the algorithm with two
known heuristics used in practice and observe that game-based scheduling outperforms
them by the hits discovery rate and chemical diversity at earlier steps.
However, further study is required to assess its performance and effectiveness in
multi objective domains. This will be the subject of future work. Moreover, game
equilibrium solutions stability and selection of the most efﬁcient algorithms among all
equilibria are other important issues to be addressed.
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